In the past year,
LIFT touched the lives of
3,882 parents and children.
For parents who saw an increase in income, the average annual increase in salary was **more than $9,300**.
That means less stress for parents, and more opportunities for families.

Our Impact

$1,100 SAVINGS INCREASE  $2,000 DEBT DECREASE

Parents who committed to our program for at least three months reported an **average savings increase of $1,100** and an **average debt decrease of $2,000**.

Parents aren’t our clients; they’re family.
That’s why we call the parents and caregivers we serve members.

For 20 years, LIFT has helped more than 100,000 individuals and families achieve economic mobility and break the cycle of poverty.

In the past year alone, LIFT parents have proven that their dreams are attainable. With LIFT on their side, parents who worked with us experienced significant progress on their journey to build a better life for themselves and their children.

They’re ready to write their family’s next chapter. Are you ready to help?

SEE OUR FULL YEAR OF SUCCESS REPORT.WHYWELIFT.ORG

SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR DONORS